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Z I N E  P R O J E C T
WOMANISM: The
Fight for Social
Equality
Presented by Demetria Hawkins
Content Summary
DISCUSSION OVERVIEW
-What is Womanism?
-Womanism vs. Feminism
-Gender/ Racial Discrimination in the
Work Place
-Quality of Life: Men vs. Women
-What does this all mean?
 
THOUGHT CO. DEFINITION BY
LINDA NAPIKOSKI
ALICE WALKER DEFINITION
 
MERRIAM- WEBSTER DEFINITION
"Identifies and critically analyzes sexism, black
racism, and their intersection."
"A [B]lack feminist or feminist of color," and "a
woman who loves other women, sexually and/or
non-sexually [...] committed to survival and
wholeness of entire people, male and female."
"A form of feminism focused especially on the
conditions and concerns of black women."
What is
WOMANISM?
FAMOUS QUOTE
WHO IS SHE?
"Womanist is to feminism as purple is to
lavender."
Alice Walker is a known social activist, poet,
novelist and known famously as the woman who
coined the phrase Womanism. According to Ms.
Walker Womanism was born due to feminism
having a lack of diversity. As well as not
addressing specific issues black women and
women of color face.
Alice Walker
FOUNDER OF WOMANISM
Womanist Theology
WHAT IS IT?
The womanist theory focuses on the views of
faith based African American women. Within this
group the women advocate for social change
specifically of women of color with an emphasis
on class, race and gender.
WOMANISM
"Committed to the survival and
wholeness of entire people male and
female." (KnowledgeNuts). While this
statement is true it differs from
feminism due to its emphasis on
addressing specific issues related to
people of color which include men
and women.
WOMANISM vs. FEMINISM:
Inclusiveness Among Races,
Classes and Gender
SIMILARITIES
Both parties are fighting for essentially
the same thing. Which is equality for
women in society predominately
dominated by men.
DIFFERENCES
While fighting for the same causes
there have been historical differences
that separate the two which
specifically include race and class. 
FEMINISM
"Typically educated and in a place of
economic power." (KnowledgeNuts).
Feminism posses a class/race
advantage over womanism.
Race in the
Workplace
2018 U.S BUREAU LABOR
STATISTICS GRAPHS 
Historically women of color have struggled with
limited advantages in the work place. Some of
which include low wages, and jobs in agriculture
or domestic service. 
While women who don't struggle with race or
class restrictions have been able to have higher
wages, promotions, and many high level positions
in society such as politics or social service jobs.
Note: 
Image 1: Reflects black women made up 53% of
the African American labor force in 2018.
Image 2: Reflects the types of jobs African
American individuals worked in 2018.
Quality of Life
MEN VS. WOMEN
According to the 2018 U.S. Census Bureau
women were currently at a 12.9% poverty rate
while men were at a 10.6% poverty rate. While
down from previous years it shows still that
women continue to face a greater disadvantage
then men. 
WHAT DOES THIS ALL
MEAN?
Whether you are a womanist or feminist we are working towards the
same goal of social equality to men.
However in order to achieve this goal we have to acknowledge the
differences and barriers women of color face. We are better
together than separately.
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